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  CD1:  01. Newborn Me 06:13  02. Black Hearted Soul 04:48  03. Final Light 04:24  04. Storm
of Emotions 04:56  05. Violet Sky 04:48  06. Secret Garden 04:03  07. Upper Levels 06:28  08.
Crushing Room 05:07  09. Perfect Symmetry 04:22  10. Silent Call 03:48    CD2: Live At
Loud Park 13  
01. Angels Cry  02. Nothing To Say  03. Waiting Silence  04. Time  05. Lisbon  06. Winds Of
Destination  07. Gentle Change  08. Unfinished Allegro  09. Carry On  10. Rebirth  11. Nova Era
  
Backing Vocals [Additional] – Patrik Johansson, Tony Lindgren  Bass – Felipe Andreoli  Choir –
Alessio Lucatti, Alirio Netto, Bruno Sutter, Claudia França, Fernanda Gianesella, Juliana Pasini,
Ronaldo Dias  Drums – Bruno Valverde  Guest, Orchestrated By – Henri Wilkinson, Maria
Ilmoniemi  Guest, Organ [Hammond], Piano – Maria Ilmoniemi  Guest, Percussion – Eduardo
"Cubano" Espasande  Guest, Sounds [Orchestra] – Jon Phipps  Guest, Vocals – Doro Pesch,
Simone Simons  Guitar – Kiko Loureiro, Rafael Bittencourt  Performer [Keyboards],
Programmed By [Keyboards] – Alessio Lucatti, André Alvinzi, Felipe Andreoli, Kaspar Dahlqvist,
  Kiko Loureiro, Mattias Hjelm, Nei Medeiros  Vocals – Fabio Lione, Rafael Bittencourt     

 

  

Angra have always been one of progressive power metal’s more enduring and innovating acts,
always aiming to push the boundaries of progressive metal from release to release. However,
on Secret Garden we see Angra streamlining their sound a bit. The incorporation of
Brazilian-influenced music the band are well renowned for are only displayed on the odd
occasion on Secret Garden, classic prog power is more embraced here and the album’s run
time of 48 minutes sees the band pushing a more reined-in sound.

  

Chugging guitar rhythms, synth, keyboards and expressive shred guitar work form the
sustenance of the album, and prog metal fans will have heard this a hundred times before. But
Angra definitely do it as well as the majority of their peers here and the album’s more reined in
approach doesn't necessarily mean this isn’t a fairly enjoyable listen. Performances are still
accomplished across the board and the song writing is solid. Kikko Loureiro is one of metal’s
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finest guitarists and he still shows off his chops through the album’s run time, with
complementary lead work and technical riff breaks. Angra aren’t afraid to get into the higher
tempos on Secret Garden, which is a good thing as a lot of prog metal plods along at the same
tempo from start to finish. The album’s second track ‘Black Hearted Soul’ hearkens back to the
band’s power metal roots and is one of the tracks that can almost hold up to their best work, it
almost wouldn't sound out of place on ‘Aurora Consurgens’. However, the band never matches
up the works of their glory years here.

  

The title track was a nice surprise on Secret Garden, defying conventions for an album title
track to an extent. The track is made up of pleasant orchestration and makes the use of the
guest vocal appearances well to make the track one of the more memorable cuts on the album.
Speaking of which, the band secured appearances from Simone Simons and Doro Pesch, both
of whom should need no introduction to any fan of this style of metal. The use of the guests is
done well and is a good addition to the album.

  

If you go into your first listen of Secret Garden expecting Rebirth or Temple of Shadows part
two then you are going to be disappointed. However, if you go in with reduced expectations
then Secret Garden should provide a fair amount of enjoyment for fans of this style. For people
looking to get into progressive metal, this isn't the album that is going to do it. Secret Garden is
a solid effort of prog power, but doesn't quite live up to the quality you would expect from the
Angra name. In a genre that is home to some of metal’s mightiest acts (Anubis Gate, Dream
Theater, Pagan’s Mind etc.), Angra find themselves slumping from sharing a spot in the top tier
of this genre with these acts, and finding themselves on a similar level as aspiring band’s in this
genre. Secret Garden is a solid and enjoyable release, but not a one I will be reaching out for
much in the future. ---Light13, metal-archives.com
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